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Dictation Activity 1 Dictation Activity 2

Are you a fan of      sports and stunts? Would 

you be brave enough to     a        

jump from a    at ten thousand feet or be strapped to 

a     to do wing walk and        the  

clouds? If your     hasn’t just skipped a beat at the 

thought, why not come down to our      air  

show and sign up for a special flying experience? Our highly-

trained instructors will show you the correct         

so that you feel confident when it is your turn to be   
into the air!

King Henry VIII’s    began before the Great    . 

He is mostly remembered for being a      Tudor 

king with a huge   line, red     and  

  , ruthless behaviour. He also famously had six 

wives. Sometimes he married for love but other times, he 

married for     reasons and to keep the  

       with other countries. Henry didn’t         
time between his weddings either – sometimes beheading one 

wife and marrying a new bride in the same year. He really 

was a   !

complete sent techniques bisect plane

biannual parachute extreme heart biplane

vain waist moustache peace regin

strange Plague business waste rogue
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Dictation Activity 3 Dictation Activity 1

Cowboy Pete    into Tashville wearing his cowboy hat 

and   -toed boots. The worried villagers heard Pete’s 

horse approaching on the dirt   . They began to 

   and     more heavily. They should have 

known better than to     fifty     of gold 

from the meanest cowboy in the west and that one day he 

would    to get it back. Pete fired a warning shot into 

the air, which then went on to     off a nearby 

metal    . The villagers needed to pay him back and 

fast!

steel reappear groan road grate

rode breather steal ricochet pieces

Are you a fan of      sports and stunts? Would 

you be brave enough to     a        

jump from a    at ten thousand feet or be strapped to 

a     to do wing walk and        the  

clouds? If your     hasn’t just skipped a beat at the 

thought, why not come down to our      air  

show and sign up for a special flying experience? Our highly-

trained instructors will show you the correct         

so that you feel confident when it is your turn to be   
into the air!
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Dictation Activity 2 Dictation Activity 3
King Henry VIII’s    began before the Great    . 

He is mostly remembered for being a      Tudor 

king with a huge   line, red     and  

  , ruthless behaviour. He also famously had six 

wives. Sometimes he married for love but other times, he 

married for     reasons and to keep the  

       with other countries. Henry didn’t         
time between his weddings either – sometimes beheading one 

wife and marrying a new bride in the same year. He really 

was a   !

Cowboy Pete    into Tashville wearing his cowboy hat 

and   -toed boots. The worried villagers heard Pete’s 

horse approaching on the dirt   . They began to 

   and     more heavily. They should have 

known better than to     fifty     of gold 

from the meanest cowboy in the west and that one day he 

would    to get it back. Pete fired a warning shot into 

the air, which then went on to     off a nearby 

metal    . The villagers needed to pay him back and 

fast!
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Dictation Activity 1 
Are you a fan of extreme sports and stunts? Would you be brave enough to complete a parachute jump from a plane at ten thousand feet 
or be strapped to a biplane to do wing walk and bisect the clouds? If your heart hasn’t just skipped a beat at the thought, why not come 
down to our biannual air show and sign up for a special flying experience? Our highly-trained instructors will show you the correct 
techniques so that you feel confident when it is your turn to be sent into the air!

Dictation Activity 2 
King Henry VIII’s reign began before the Great Plague. He is mostly remembered for being a vain Tudor king with a huge waistline, red 
moustache and strange, ruthless behaviour. He also famously had six wives. Sometimes he married for love but other times, he married 
for business reasons and to keep the peace with other countries. Henry didn’t waste time between his weddings either – sometimes 
beheading one wife and marrying a new bride in the same year. He really was a rogue!

Dictation Activity 3 
Cowboy Pete rode into Tashville wearing his cowboy hat and steel-toed boots. The worried villagers heard Pete’s horse approaching on 
the dirt road. They began to groan and breathe more heavily. They should have known better than to steal fifty pieces of gold from the 
meanest cowboy in the west and that one day he would reappear to get it back. Pete fired a warning shot into the air, which then went 
on to ricochet off a nearby metal grate. The villagers needed to pay him back and fast!


